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The perturbation method has been applied to the problem of the oscillations of a 
gaseous star rotating around a fixed z-axis according to a general law of the type 

Q = Q(r,0). 

This rotation was assumed to be small and the analysis included all the effects of order 
Q and Q2. Particularly, the rotational distortion of the star has been taken into 
account by means of a mapping between the spheroidal volume of the rotating star 
and the spherical volume of a neighboring nonrotating configuration. Care has also 
been taken, in the perturbation method, to account for the existence of the so-called 
'trivial modes' of the sphere, i.e. those oscillations of vanishing frequencies in which 
the displacement is transversal and divergence-free. 

A final and practical result has been obtained in the case of the perturbation of a 
radial mode (Simon, 1969). 

In the case of the standard model (polytrope of index 3), for a rigid rotation, the 
following result was obtained numerically for the perturbation of the fundamental 
radial mode: 

for }> = f; and 

01 = o2- 3.8576 Q2, 

for y = y, with 

a2 = (0.0569) 4TIGQC, 

where QC denotes the central density of the rotating star. 
Finally, in the case of the homogeneous model, for a rigid rotation, the following 

result was obtained analytically for the perturbation of the fundamental radial mode, 
in the case of a constant y: 

02 = a2 + (5-3y)$Q2, 
with 

a2 = ( 3 y - 4) %nGQ, 

where Q is the density of the rotating star. 
This latter result can easily be generalized to any radial mode; a point which was 

overlooked in the paper summarized here. We get in this way the following expression: 

ai = (1 - Q2l2nGg) a2 + \Q2 , 
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in which Q is the density of the rotating star and a the frequency of the radial oscillation 
of the nonrotating, spherical, homogeneous model which has the same density Q as 
the actual star. In the case of a constant y: 

«T2 = p ? - 4 + k(2k + 5) y] f nGe, 

with k = 0 for the fundamental mode, k = 1 for the first harmonic, etc. Consequently: 

ffl = a1 + [5 - 3y - k(2k + 5) 7] f A2. 
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